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i. Introduction (1)

    The interior of the earth is one of the attractive p!'oblems of popular interests

and many studies have been done on it from old times, as well as on the origin of

the magnetic main field of the earth, but we have only a few established facts.

There is no lack of informations-astronomical, geochemical, petrological, geological,

geophysical-but the relatlonships ef most of these materials to the earth's interior

are vague. The values of seismic ve}ocities at definite depths of the earth's lnterior

derived from seismology are important in the sen$e that they are concemed with the

interior directly. The information, however, has an abstract character and the chief

efforts of the theory to the internal constitution of the earth have been directed to

decipher this information. It is needless to say that the conclusions we have rea-ched

refiect uncertainties which are still present in the seismelogical data, as well as in

our knowledges of the materia}s. Since the discu$sion is largely based on an analysis

of details of the variations with depth of the ve!ocities ef two seismic waves, we

commence with some preliminary remarks upon the re}iabilities of these velocitles.

1.1. Distributiens oi velockies of seisrrtie waves within tke earth

    The curves of velocity versus depth (or radius), which we are handling in special,

can be found by processes of integrations of the trave}-time curves, which embody

the observations most directly. But, it is not always easy to ebtain the objective

validity of the travel-time curve, i.e., it depends upon the discriminations of the

various phases of a seismogram, the choice of materia!s (seismograms of the same

earthquake recorded at the same station do not always coincide on account of the

differences of constants in seismometers), the construction of travel-tlme curves (the

least square approximation can lessen the error) and etc. (2). There is a rnethod of

Wiechert-Helglotz to obtain the values of seismic velocities from the travel-tlme curves

in the deeper part of the earth, but this method cannot be applied to the part shallower

than the depth of some ten kilometers. In addition to Åíhe above dithculties, the iocal

characteristics of the crust mal<e it more dithcult to obtain the values of seismic

velocities. The distributions of seismic velocities employed by us at present are
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obtained after the efforts tiding over these dithculties and lessening the errors as far

as possib}e. .
    On the one hand, disagreements among seismolegists exist with respect to a

number Df features of the velocity-depth curves, but on the other hand, the agreement

with regard to•the major characteristics of these curves is being confirmed, and

revision which would invalidate a serio"s portion of the following analysis seems

unlikely. The velocity-depth curves of beth Jeffreys (3) and Gutenberg (4) are plotted

in Fig. 1.
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1. 2. 0utline oÅí the density distributien within the earth

    Until some 50 years ago, the principal sources of information about Åíhe earth's

interior were geodesy and astronomy. The mean density and moment oÅí inertia were

known, and there were estimates of the effective rigidky based on the study of earth

tides. Since the mean density was about 5.5gr/cm3, as coinpared with values usually
less than 3gr/cm3 f2or surface rocks, and the moment of inertia was about -g--MR2,

?,S.,co,m,g,Zrerk.er`g.-g.'M. 1:,g.og,,a .mee,rau ",gQ`g;:, ee."Sigk,gi \:.s,go?g.b;e,g,,ziegi

informations just determined such two-parameter relations between density and radius

as those of Laplace and of Roche. It was calculated by Kelvin that the effective
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rigidity was somewhat greater than that of steel and the result was in confiict with

the prevailing geological concept of his day, because the earth was thought to be a

general}y liquid globe covered by a thin crystalline "crust".

    The first calculation based on a definite physical picture of the interior seems to

be that of Wiechert. He divic!ed the interior into uniform two parts, eentral sphere

of iron and a shell composed of heavy silicates. This subdivision was suggested by

the most striking fact about meteorities, that they are chiefiy composed of the distinctiy

different materials, silicates and metallic iron. Iron is the most abundaRt of the heavy

e!ements, not only in surface rocks and meteorites, but also in the outer layers of the

sun and other stars; its existence in the meteorites as free metai gives a definite

suggestion for a metallic core in the earth.

    With the developmeRt of instrurnental seismology, facts began to accumulate

regarding definite !evel$ inside the earth. The central core postulated by Wiechert

was now discovered to have physical reality, though its size, a$ determined later by

Gutenberg, was very different from that of WiecherVs core. It was remarl<ed by

L. H. Adams and E. D. Williamson (5) that the seismic velocities co"ld be used to

obtain the change of density with depth and to improve the rough suggestion after

Wiechert.

    The Adams-Wil12amson equation is as follows: The ratio of incompressiblility

Ks to density p for an isetyopic elastic body is ,

                           tb'--(b==(3--P.-),tu-vp2-gv.2•, a.i)

                            ii
where P is the pressure, S entropy, vp, v. seismic velocities of longitudinal and

transversal waves, respectively, and Åë convenient notation for Ks/p introduced by

Bullen. Åë can be expressed as a function of radius from tlae earth's centre by means

of (2.1), because the values of seismic velecities, vp,v., are knewn. We assume

that the change of pressure is given by the hydrostatic relation, dP=-g,odr. Then,

if the change of density is based on the adiabatic compression alene, we have the

Williamson-Adams relation:

                                do                                           dr                                X' "'"' --g(r)ip(,) , (1. 2)

where g(r) is the acceleratien of gravity and is expressed as follows:

                       g(r)==G4-4,(i,th), M(r)==4•zSI,or2dr,

                                                                          (1. 3)
                        G= 6.676Å~10-8 dynes. cm2/gr.

Numerical integration of this equation leads us to the change of density within any

layer $atisfying the assumption of homogeneity and adiabaticity; the absolute density
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must be adjusted to satisfy conditions for the mass and moment of inerÅíia. In the

case of the earth, these values are

                           M(a) == 58.97 Å~ 1026 gr,

                           J(a) ==79.14Å~10`3gr.cm2.

This procedure, originally carried through by Wiliiamson and Adams, has beeR re-

peated by Bullen with more recent data, in a series of important papers (6).

    Bullen assumed that the density cliange iR the C layer (413-v984 km) was quadratic

on account of the gradual changes of chemicai composition and lattice structure

proposed for this layer by Bernal (7) and Jeffreys (8). After some ttnimportant

simplifications, he caiculated the density distribution, using tlaese assumptions and the

method essentially equivalent to tbat oÅí Williamson and Adams. The pressure distri-

butioh can be obtained by means of the density distribution and hydrost'atic relation

assuming the srnall initial pressure at the depth of 33km.

            Table 2.X Bullen's distribution of density and pressure, and the
                      corresponding temperature (9).

Depth
(km)

 Density
(gr/cin3)

i Pressure
l (dyne/cm2)
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Temperature
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1.3. Rernarks en the maetkod oÅí Williamson-Adams-Bullen

    Bullen's distrtbutions seem to be plausib}e at first sight, but they are based on

the various assumptions not yetproved to be valid. Namely, the quadratic distribution

of density in the C layer is not an established fact and there is no reason that the

follewing condKions

                        homegeneity•

                        adiabatic temperature gradient

                        hydrostatic equilibrium

are satisfied in the other layers of the mantle. But, thls distribution of density is

convenient to know the rough features of the dlstributions of density and pressure

inside the earth. Then, let us examine Williamson-Adams-Bullen's method to avoid

the deficiency of this method.

    The change of density with radius may be written in terms of coethcients of

isothermal incompressibility KT and thermal expansion a,

                   S-?--(3-.e).S-S{-(g-PT--).S-,-T---fto-.2-pag7T. a.4)

In genercal,

                        dT TevYdP TagA                        it7-• =" X.•J},;- z7,ir. wwr'ma' - h'u/ ,"' -r, (1• 5)

where Cp is specific heat at constant pressure per mole and A is mean atomic weight,

the gradient of temperature T merely denoting the difference between the actual

gradient of temperature and the adiabatic gradient, --TagA/Cp (the negative sign

arising from differentiation with respect to radius instead of depth). By virtue of

the therfnodynamic relations beÅíween isothermal incompressibility KT and adiabatic

incempressibility Ks ,

                              i..g;. ..iew TaSgKT, (i. 6)

the equation Åíor density change may be written

                         g.sOLr'==-ftO.2-vnvpT---tfoO+a,eT. (1.7)

The term in r is neglected in Williarnson-Adams' method, but it Tnay be appreclable.

If we assume evfs2-y3><10'-5deg-'i, ,ofu4•sv5gr/cm3, Tfksl-v2deg/km, we find cy,e"rf\

1-v3Å~20-`gr/cm3.km. Therefore, the rnethod of Williamson-Adams yields error of

about O.1-vO.3gr/cm3 per 1,OOO 1<m, acnd this error increases and is accumulated in the

process of numerical integration. The error with this order of magnitude is appreci-

able in the calculation performe(l ])y use of the density distribution.
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    Let ils calculate the adiabatic temperature gradient (10) assumed b}r Williamsofi,

Adams anc! Bu!len. From (1.5) the adiabatic temperature gradient is given by

                                                                             '                               di2ff.T.-.-q"ttnv.A, (i•s)

and we find

                               dlogT TG                                 dr "-ifg, (1•9)

by means of the foliowing relatien in chemical physics (11), nameiy:

                      rG=ip[lifll, (-/G: Grgneisen's ratio). (1.io)

Since

                                 . aleg vm                                 rG -- o l.g p , (1. il)

where y"t is Debye's maximum frequency given by

                           v,n == (zilli; 'i'l)(Inv" il;-ii3 *02,ff3) if3, (i. i2)

the distribution of rG within the earth can be estimated by means of the distribution

of seismic velocities and Bullen's density. The temperature distribution corresponding

to Bullen's density distribution can be estimated by means of (1.9) and the distribu-

tion of 7'G estimated as above (see Table 1.1). V{ie have excluded the C layer from

the calculation, because it is not clear whether his distribRtion satisfie$ the condition

of homogeneity iR this !ayer. We see in Table 1.1 that the increase of ternperature

is very smaii, i.e., if we take T,=r-1,OeOOK and T2=2,OOOel<, the increase of tempera-

ture in the B iayer (33'w4i3km) and the D layer (984-li"2898krn) amount to only

about i800 and 2000 respectively.

1.4. Division oÅí tke earth

    The object cf the study of the earth's interior has been the earth's model stripping

the "crust". There is no important reason to consider the earth's rnodel stripping

the "crust", it seems only to be one of the customs in this branch of science. This

custom probably depends upon the following coiiveniences:

    (a) The "crust" has very comp}icated structure (involving horizontal inhomo-

         geneiSy).

    (b) The mass and Åíhe rnoment of inerÅíia of the earth are not seriously affected

         by the crust stripped, since the density ac nd the voiume of the cyust is smal!

         in comparison w!th the whole earth. '
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    (c) The assumptioR of hydrostatic equilibrium is convenient for the theoretical

         treatment, but probably this assumptien is not satisfied in the "crust".

    The character2stic of this "crust" is in the lew seismic velocities, compared witk

the hi.crk values of deeper part of the earth. The bottom ef the crust should not be

equal all over the eartlk, but it has been custornarlly drawn at the depth of 33km.

This depth corresponds to that of tke Mohorovicic discontinuity under European

continent. The structure of the crust does not affect directly the various propertiesof

the earth's interior, but affect seriously the determlnations of the seismic velocities, on

which most of the discussions on the earth's interior depend, for the seismic velocities

are small iR that part. Recently, the determination of fine structure of the crust is being

tried at some places in the world by means of the artificial earthquake. Since the

exact knowledge about the crust is one of the 1<eys for the determinations of seismic

velocities, the result derived by the artificial earthquake cannot be neglected in the

theory of tlae internal constitution of the earth. There rnust be lecal (horizontal)

differences in the distributions of seismic velocities, but these localities wouid de-

crease with increasing depth or be involved in the error which increases with depth.

Therefore, we consider the ideal earth by use of the seismic data with no local

difference.

    Seismologists now recognize some half-dozen subdivision of the interior of the

earth. Although complete identification with tlie interior itself as for the boundaries

of these divisions, or even the existence of some of them, had not been reached, it is

convenient to have designations for them, and at least rough indications of tlieir

positions and re!ative volumes and masses. The figure ef Tab}e 1.2 follows Bullen

(9), where layers are based on Jeffreys' solution for the velocity-depth reiations.

                Table 1.2 Dimensions and masses of tlie internal layers.
                          (after Bullen (9))

Layer Depth to
boundaries

tsurC

etlanM

Core

e

  Okm
 33

 413

 984

2898

4982

5121

6371

Fraction of
  volume

O.O155

O.1665

O.2131

O.4428

O.1516

O.O028

O.O076

Fraction of
total mass

}

O.O08

o.le4

O.164

O.410

O.315
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2. Clayer

    The seismic velocities increase with increasing depth as shown in 1.1, but the

variations of seismic velocities in the upper mantle and the C layer are noteworthy.

Especially, the C layer plays an important role fer the determinations of distributions

of density and pressure, i.e., the interpretation about the physical properties of the

C layer has the infiuence on the determinations of physical properties in other layers,

because these determinations are usually perfoymed by the numerical integrations.

Besides the above theoretical importance, the interest for the C !ayer has recently

been raised more and more en account of the seismic facts that the deep focus earth-

qual<es occur down te the C layer and probably do not occur in the deeper part (12).

Perhaps it is not wrong that almost all the important problems about the rnantle

cannot be solved without the elucidation of C layer and that the C layer is the 1<ey

Åío solve the question about the mantle.

    Uniess otherwise noted, the values of seismic ve!ocities due to Bullen (9) are

adopted in numerical culculations.

2.1. Characteristlcs oÅí C-layer

    The distribution of ip = Ks/p, Poisson's ratio a and Ks/pt iR the earth's rnantle

can be obtained by means of the values of seismic velocities (Fig. 2. 1). The abnormai

chan.cres of these quantities in the C layer, compared with other layers, are found in

Fig. 2. 1. In order to make clear these abnormal changesof elasticities in the C layer,

various attempts have been done as follews :

(a) Case when the earth's mantle is homogeneous, isothermal and is i-n tke state of

kydrostatic equilibrierm (13)

    By means of the following equations :

         dP=-g,odr, (from the assumption oÅí hydrostatic equilibrium) (2.1)

         P=3Kof(1+2f)512, (2• 2)
         ,o==,oo(1--2f)312, (from the theory of finite strain) (2.3)
we find

                    h- ho == 37/V.?-pt• [f(1+g'f)-fe(1-t- mill-fe)], (2' 4)

where Ko is the bulk rnodulus at zero pressure, f the negative strain and Z, Re Lam6

constant's.

    Tbe density disÅíribution can be obtained by means of (2. 3) and (2. 4), since the

acceleratien of gravity g is nearly constant throughout the mantle.

    The relations between t!ie negative strain and the velocities of eiastic waves

are
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                       vP, -' v?,o (1+2f) {1+f (3mÅÄ4) } ,

with m==:l?il:2':-2,
vpo, vse being the velocities of e]astic longitudinal and transversal waves

pressure, respectively.

    The distributions of seismic velocities can be estimated by means of

(2.5) and (2.6). In l939 Birch calculated the distributions of density and

velocities, assuming the following initial values :

                      ,oo == 3.28 gr/cm3 ,

                      vpe -- 7.6 km/sec, . v.o -- 4.3 km/sec.

371

  (2. 5)

  (2. 6)

at zero

 (2. 4),

selsmlc
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But

the

The
the

he was obliged te assume the following initial values in order to suit them to

observed data in the D layer, though these are too high fer ordinary rocks,

                   po =3.92 gr/cm3,

                   vpo = 8.75 km/sec, v.,:A-4.77 km/sec.

 resuits of calculations are shown in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2. 3. The agreements with

observed va!ues are fairly good except the C layer.

6
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3

P ensitL>t

Pepth(knv)
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  IOOO
2.2 Den$ity

      2ooo
distribution after Blrch.

3000

(b) Case when the earth's 7?zantle is homogeneous, in the state ef hydrostatic equilibri•um

and kas the adiabatic temPerature gradient

    (1) The density distribution can be obtained by integrating Williamson-Adams'

equatlon :

                    dnvp' `0 = - g (r) ,p{;) , Åë (r) -- {frS -- vp2 - -ll- v.2 , (2. 7)

                    g(r) ==GM-.(.D, M(r) ==4rrS,ror2dr, (2. s)

                    G=:6.670Å~10-"S dynes. cm2/gr.

But the initia! density should not be taken arbitrarily. The relation between initial
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              Fig. 2.3 Distribution of velocities of seismic waves after
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density and I/MR2 which must be attributed to the earth's core is shown in Fig. 2. 4.

It is reasonable to assume that the density increases with increasing depth in the

earth's core. Therefore, I/MLI?2<O.4 and we see from Fig. 2. 4 that the initial density

must be greater than 3. 7 (12). But ordinary minerals do not have such a high density

at the pressuye of about le,000 atm. and temperature of about some kundred degrees.

    (2) The ratio of adiabatic incompressibility Ks to isothermal one KT is

                               IK-<g:=i-yTevrG, (2.g)

and the ratio of isothermal incompressibi!ity to density is

                         KndpT":(tbT),(1+2f)(1-F7f), (2'10)

where (KT/p)o is the zero-pressure value of KT/p. Then, we find

                    gdh - Ks tpP, -- (e5T),(1 -y 7f) df(i + TarG) , (2. 11)
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by means of (2. 3), (2.7), (2.9) and (2.10). 1-F rcurG is close to unity and taking

a mean value of this quantity and integrating (2. 11), we ebtain

                   g (h -h,)f f(3tlliT),fa -- 3.sf) (ilJtt'nv7;a rG>'

                          fe3ipof (1 -Y 3.5f) , approximately. (2. 12)

    Again, making use of (2. 10), we find

                   g(h-h,) f(1 -y 3.5f)                   ' 3Åë `Ua+2f)(1+7f), aPproximately. (2.13)

Since Åë can be known as a function of depth by means of the seismic velocities, the

relation betweenfand h can be obtained frem (2.13), assuming g to be constant

throughout the earth's mantle. Then the relation between Åë, and h is found by

means of (2.12) (Fig. 2.5). If the earth's rnantle is homogeneous, 2n the state of

hydrostatic equilibrium and has the adiabatic temperature gradient, toe should be

constant throughout the mantle. Fig. 2. 5 confiicts with this expectation.

    The above considerations on the distributlons of density, seismic velocities, Åëo

and the initial density show that the following conditions

           homogeneity
           adiabaticity (approximately equals to isotherma! condition)

           hydrostatic equilibrium
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are not satisfied simu}taneottsly in the mant!e, especially in the C layer.

    If we assume that the earth's mantle is homogeneous and in the state of hydro-

static equilibrium, having no touch on the temperature distribution, 1-g-'dÅë/dr, the

quantity pointed out by Bullen (14), can be expressed as fo}lows (1) :

                      i-gHi S--9-- := (eoKpT) .-sTcu rG -2:'-lltiÅë-. (2. 14)

On the other hand, the change of Grttneisen's ratio 7G, thermal expansion a and

(0KT/0P) T with negative strain are shown in Table 2. I.

           Table 2.2 Estirnation of Grifneisen's ratio, ther.mal expansion and
                     (aKf,leP)T with compression. (after Birch (1))

f
l

e

O.05

O.10

O.!5

O.20

O.25

o.3e

v' / Ve

{
l

1

0867
O.760

O.674

O.604

O.544

O.494

7 a.•/7 a:o

1

O.885

O.820

O.770

O.738

O.710

O.694

alcro

1

O.595

o,4e2

O.289

O.220

O,272

O.140

(eKfi/OP)T

4

3.57

3.31

3.15

3.03

2.94

2.87

Gri'neisen's

2. 2.

ratio aRd thermal expansion for several minerals are shown in Table
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Table 2.2 Grtineisen's ratio and thermal expansion for a few
          minerals (ordinary temperature and pressure).

Mineral ecÅ~206 (deg-i)

Quartz
Rutile

Corundum
Periclase

Diarnend
Pyrite

Zircon

Beryl

Albite

Anorthite

Diopside

Olivine (Forsterite)

}
    .9ll'il

7a•

iiiii

    Since V/Vo==O.6-vO.7 at the base of the earth's mantle, "rG== 1.5'vl.1 ancl rvnv-2'v

O.4Å~10-Sdeg-" in the mantle, as wiil be seen from Tab!e 2.2 and Tab!e 2. 2. Then,

if we assume the temperature to be severa! thousand degrees and its gradient to be

10/km, the second term in (2.14) is less than unity and the third teym is about

O.2--O.1. Therefore, the main feature of the variatien oÅí 1-g-idÅë/dr with depth

should be explained by the variation of (OKT/a.l))T with depth.

    1-g-'dÅë/dr can be estimated only from the variations of seismic velocities witk

depth, for g is nearly constant throughout the earth's mant!e. The results of calcula-

tions are shown in Fig. 2.6. We see from this figure that i-gm'dip/dr has its

maximum amounting to about 10 in the C !ayer and does not decrease with compres-

sion according to 'the fashion of (OKT/0P)T shown in Table 2.1. Therefore, Eq.

(2. 14) does not hoid in the C layer. And Bixch has derived the conclusion that the

C layer is not homogeneous. But his conciusion rnttst be revised by the one that the

C layer does not satisfy the condition of homogeneity or adiabaticity, er both.

2. 2. Negative evidenees against tke hypotkesis of inhomogeneous C layer

    We have peinted out that Birch (1) attributed the irregularity of the C Iayer

to the inhomogeneity frora his study of the distribution of 1-g-'idip/dr. But the

existence of the inhomogeneous C layer has been demanded from the fact that there

must be the core having mass of outward concentration if we ca!culate the density

distribution by means of Wil}iamson-Adams' method (Chapter 2, Section i). Bernai

(7) and Jeffreys (8) have suggested that the orthorhornbic oiivine transforms into

cubic oiivine having spinei structure. But in this ca$e, the increase of ipo shown in

Fig. 2. 5 must be accompanied with the increase of density. Furthermere, it is desirab!e
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to explain that the change occurs over the region about some hundred kilometers.

With a conservative allowance foy the effect of temperature, we must require for Åëo

about 60 (km/sec)2 at room temperature, but there are only few minerals which satisfy

the requirement for ipo.

    Table 2.3 shows that few oxides such as corundum and rutile have values of Åëo

of the right order. Birch (1) has proposed a few possibilities concerning the high-

pressure phases: pyroxefie, for example, enstatite, MgSiO,, might adapt a structure

of the corundum (Al203) type; or SiO, might exist at high pressure in the ruti!e

structure. The orthosilicates such as Mg2SiO, might transform into the spine! structure,

or brealsc down into high-pressure phases having the compositions MgO and MgSi03,

and so on. Then he has suggesteda system of several major components, for example,

MgO-FeO-Si02. Tlte gradual change is interpreted by him as a shift with pressure

ln the relative proportioRs of high-pressure and low-pressure phases.
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Table 2.3 (KT/p)o (at room temperature, one
          (after BirÅëh (1))

atmosphere).

Oxides:

  Periclase

 Corunclnm
  Magnetite

 Hematite
 Rutile
 Quartz (a:)

'i
l
I

Sulfides :

 Marcasite

 Pyrite

 OIdhamite

 Sphalerite

 Galena

  26

  29

  16

  19
k

   7

i

Silicates :

  Albite

 OrthQclase

 Jadeite

 Spodumene
 Anorthite
 Diepside
 Enstatite

 Hypevstene
 Forsterite

 Fayalite

 Andradite
 Grossularite

 Pyrope
 Almandite
 Beryl

llliillii

    But the resuk of the calculation of K/p based on the atomic theory of elasticiÅíy

(Shima (15)) contradicts the expectatien of past days. He assumed tliat the com-

posing material of the B layer, having body-centred lattice structure, transforms

gradually into the face-centred lattice structure in the C layer and this transition

ceases at the top of the D layer. The result of calculation shows that the increase

of the calculated value of K/p in the B layer is sma!ler than that of the observed

one as shown in Fig. 2.7 schematically. The feature of the actual change of structure

in the C !ayer cannot be known and the whole material cornposing the }ower part of

the B layer should not transform even though the phase transition in the C layer

occurs actually, and then the above calculation for the special case cannot be applied

to the actua! earth. But this ca!culation shows that the phase transition usualiy

considered is diracult to give rise to the necessary increase of K/p.

    Then how should it be considered if the change of composition, i.e., the increase

of the ratio of content of heavy element for the C layer is assumed? Since the

breadth of the C layer amounts to about some hundred kilometers, it should be

understood that the change of composition must occgr gradually throughout the C layer.

If we can neglect the effect ef temperature, the density variation in the C layer can

be obtained by means of the same procedure after Shlmazu (16). But even if the

consistent result for the density distribution oÅí the earth's mantle can be obtained

by assuming the adequate mixing ratio of heavy element with the light one, the

question of the high eiasticity for the D layer is remained as having no explanation.

Furthermore, contrary to our expectation, there are some experirnental evidences which
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                       Fig. 2.7 Distribution curve of K/p.
                             observed, ••.••• calculated.

show that the increase of the content of heavy element reduces tlie velocity of

elastic wave.

    For instance, Adams (17) obtained the following result from the measurements

of compressibilities of olivine series.

                Table 2.4 Wave velocity for olivine series (km/sec)

Pressure
(bars)

Forsterite
(Mg2sio,)

500%Fo;
500/oFa

Fayalite
(Fe2si04)

1l5000 8.1

8.6

6.6

7.1

From this table we see that the increase of heavy eiement (Fe) gives rise to the

decrease of velocity centrary to our expectatiens.

    On the other hand, we see the relationship between the mean atomic weight for

the atoms added to nSi02 in silicates and the observed values of (KT/p)o in Fig. 2. 8.

The values of mean atomic weight are estimated as follows:

                                                            M (KT/p)o
    Albite Na,O AI,O, 6SiO,: 23.ex2 27.ex2 16.0Å~4: 20.5 20
   Spodumene Li20 A120, 4SiO,: 6.9Å~2 27.0Å~2 16.0Å~4: 16.5 45
   Anorthite CaO AI,O, 2SiO,: 40.1 27.0Å~2 16.0x4: 22.6 33
   Enstatite MgO SiO,: 24.3 16.0 : 20.2 29
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 increase of the mean atomic weight reduces

 2. 8. However, since this rule is obtained by

mean atomic weight as a whoie and (KT/,o)o

           <Kr/p2

60

itlL

20

20s6

mk<k

"k'L2

tN,,,

the value of (KT/

fixing nSi02, the

is not obvious.

3 5tOt

-----------------------
<

Aean afond ble{st•{b of

5,Ol

,o)o as we see in

relation between

wh                lo 2o 3o 4e
               Fig. 2.8 KiT/p versits mean atomic weight of atorns added
                       to },SiOe in silicates.
                             p

2.3. IncompressgbiAity amg its pressaxe coeraciesut

    We have seen that the variatien of l-g-idfP/dr with depth could be traced

main!y by the change of (OKT/OP)T wkh depth if the earth's mant}e w•as homogeneous

and in the state of hydrestatic equilibrium. Bircli'$ conclusion that the C layer

is not bomogeneous depends on the validity of Åíhe variation of (OKT/OP)o witk

compression as shown in Table 2. 1. The numerical values in Table 2. i were deyived

from the following formuia

                             (OaKpT)."=31(21Mf-479ff), (2•15)

wh!ch has been decluced by the theory of finite strain. This shows that (0KT/3P)T

is independent of any specific properties of the material under consideration, and al}

materials obeying (2.15) 1iave an initial value (0KT/0P)T:=4• which decreases

monotenically.

    Ramsey (18) considered (OKT/0P)T from the point of view of the theory of

solids. If we assume the repulsive and attractive interactions of the following types :
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                   w(x) ---igi,, r(x) :---iil., (o<m<n) (2.16)

where a, b are constants and x is the interatomic distance, (frKT/6P)T kas the

maximum value

                                g(m --nNr 6), (2. 17)

and decreases monetonically with pressure to

                                 '                                  g(nÅÄ3). (2. 18)

Hence, ionic crystals with m equal to unity will not show a pyonounced anomaly

even at low pressures, but the anomaly will be serioits for metals as well as for few

valence and molecular crystals with m greater than unity. On the other hand, the

value of n increases fairly gniformly with the weight of the consituent atoms. For

$alts composed of only the lightest atoms, such as lithium fluoride, n has the value

of 6 aRd for crystals with enly heavy ions, such as cesium iodide, n is equal to 12,

These considerations show that (aKT/aP)T is not independent oÅí Åíhe materials and

the effect of compre$sion decreases the effect of the attractive interaction. We see

from (2.17) and (2.18) that the value of (OKT/aP)T cannot be smaller than one-

half of its maximum value. But the maximum value of 1-.aHiddi/dr is about three

times the ordiRary one (Fig. 2. 6). Nevertheless, the qualitative result due to Blrch is

supported by these studies.

    According to the result of calculation by use of the experimental data due to

Bridgman (19), however, (2.15) does not hold for many sllicates, l.e., (6KT/eP)T at

zero prossure is i.7--•7.5 and (aKT/0P) T increa$es with increasing pressure.

              Table 2.3 <el<fT/eP)T for silicates (after Verhoogen (2e))

Silieates I Ko (kg/cm2)

Orthoclase

Labradorite

Xypersthene
Olivine

Garnet

l
O.57 Å~ 106

O.73

O.94

l.25

1.37

(aKiTleP)T,G

'i

    As shown in Verhoogen's calculation, it is diMcult to obtain the value of

(0KT/O]P)T experimentally. Then, it seems that the conclusion en the physical

constitution of the C layer obtained by the consideration of 1-gH'dÅë/dr (Birth (1))

has not the experimental support.
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3. Hypothesis eÅí homogeneous earth

    We have seen the opinions that the C Jayer is not homogeneous. The distrlbution

of 1-g-"idÅë/dr (Birch (1)), the caiculations of velocities of seismic waves (Birch

(13)) and the density distribution based on Williamson-Adams-Bullen's method (Birch

(X2)) have been thought as the evidences to show thaÅí these opinions are vaiid (1, 12,

13), These calcu!ations are based on the assumptions that the earth's mantle satisfies

the hydyostatic relation

                                  dP :-- -g,o dr. (3. 1)
The method developed in this chapter shows that the distributions of density and

seismic velocities can be obtained witheut this assumption. Then the results obtained

in this chapter show that the abnormal character oÅí the C layer can be explained by

the non-hydrostatic equilibrium state of the layer !nstead ef its inhomogeneity.

3.1. Variation of Grlineisen's ratio with depth

    We calcuiate the variation of Grttneisen's ratio "rG within the earth by eonsidering

the pressure effect on it aione, since the temperature effect on Grgneisen's ratio is

known to be sma!l. The experimental estimation ef the pressure effect has not yet

been performed and we can rely oniy on the theoretical one.

    We can get the re!ationship between rG and the molar volume Y if the relation

between Debye's rnaximum frequeRcy ynt and V or the relation between vp, v. and I7

are known, for the definition of Grttneisen's ratio is as follows :

                                      O }og y.,                                rG ="= - b' }.gwwv-' , (3. 2)

where

                            pm == (zg.r -Ni-• blf-3-J3-tt-b-s-s)ii3, (3. 3)

N being Loschmidt's number and vp, vs ve!ocities of longitudinal and transversai,

elastic waves, respectively.

    Birch has shown (13) that

                                Ye                                vn='- (1 -F2f)312 , (3. 4)

                          v,2, - v,2,o(1 -- 2f) {1 -F fli.lf.g, -21 0} , (3. 5)

                          v?, - vg-o (2 g- 2f) {l g- f(3m -y 4) } , (3. 6)

                                      owhere f is the negative strain and m--te/ii:':-2, vo and vpo, v.e being the molar voiume,

velecities of iongitudinai and transversal waves at zero pressure, respective!y.
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 expression for rG by inserting the above relations

             ic= g i 3i vg,,/{ii-f(3m+4)},ntFi2v,3,,V{i+f2imm-F"•-2iO}3

                       Å~{vgo,/{iÅÄf(3.+4)}3}i;zMi/iil2f4iHri.2.f,tLl2iim"oZ;•FrmS9

                          +v?,oV{iÅÄfiiill2nv"., ,i-O}3 3Mf' 21 2,'.(3-.,M4') `'}•

    On the other hand, Birch (l) has obtained the approximate expression

follows. Using the expression of y,. in terms of adiabatic bulk modulus

p and Poisson's ratio a:

                           ym== const. (tLilSi.)i12F(a) ,

and the following formula for rG:

                                    O log vm
                                 rG=o log ,o '

we can obtain the following equation

                             -r. =v- - -li- + -}(O,".T) .,

provided that the effect of F(a) on rG ls negligible and tke equality

== (aKT/aP) T is assumed. Rewriting the second terrn on

by means of the theory of finite straln, we get the expression for "'

of f as follows :

                            rG=--g+g,i,2,"ij-,4,9ff,.

    We have obtained the above two relationships between rG and f,

two methods have advantages and drawbacks. Thus, in order to

of (3. 7), we must know the velocities of elastic waves at zero

no methed of estlmating these values without knowing the

earth's interior. On the other hand, rG can be obtaiBed immediately

fby using (3. 11), but some errors are expected in the estimation,

(3.i2), we have made several neglects and assumptions. Both

some errors due to the fact that the theory of finite strain is not

present. Furthermore, elastic constants concerning the veloci'ties of

adiabatic ones, but in deriving (3. 5) and (3. 6), we have used the
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lnto

     (3. 7)

  for rG as

Ks, density

(3. 8)

(3. 9)

                   (3. IO)

           O log Ks/a log p

the right-hand side of (3. 10)

         iG as a function

               (3. 11)

       but the above
   obtain rG by ineans

 pressure, but we have

material composing the

      as a function of

    becattse in getting

    methods have also

       so complete at

     elastic waves are

     isothermal ones.
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    Fig. 3.1 shows the relationships

for various combinations of vpo and
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O O.i O.23.1 Diagrams of Grttneisen's ratio 7e
     versus negative strain f.

      vpo :7.75kmlsec, v,e==4.35km/sec,
''••••••'  vpe=:7.60 km/sec, v,e=:4.30 km/sec,

.-.-  vpo=:8.75km/sec, v,o:=4.77krn/sec,
x- x• - by means of (3. 11) .

means of

 adopted

(3. 11)

are as

and (3. 7)

follows :

Here, we have put Debye's

We see from this figure that Grttneisen's

ratio derived from (3.11) and (3.7) for

various combinations of vpo and vso de-

creases with increasing negative $train

in nearly the same manner.

    IR order to obtain the relationship

between the depths and Gri'neisen's ratio

or negative strain, we divide the earth's

mantle iRto many thin spherical sheiis.

We assume f==O.OeO at the depth of
33km. The materiai at the depth of
33 km is, of course, not iR the strainless

state, but we have no metkod ef deter-

mining f at this levei and are obliged

to take a convenient value. We put the

!nney boundary of the first spherical shell

at the depth where f:=O.O05. VYre assume

in tiais spherlcal shel! tliat the coinposi-

tion and structure of material does not

cliange and GrtineiseR's hYpothesis (Slater

(al)) :

                 const              ""= yra, (3. 12)

  (M,X37"--1 (vr,3- 2v.,

  kV27 (v,-,3+ 2v

maximum frequency ym

holds. Then, by inserting (3.3) intQ
(3. 12), we obtain the following equation

     -3)1 wwwwn..'3)-v (3. 23)
       equal to the lattice frequency i

    *
   *rk+.

deeper

SeismiÅë velocities at depth

Seismic velocities adopted

than the depth of 474km

of 33 km after Bullen
by Birch (23) at zero
respectively.

(9).

pressure for the reglons shallower and
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(Uffen (21)). Sufices 1 and 2 denote respectively the physical quantities at the

inner and outer surÅíaces of the spherical shel}. The left-hand side oÅí (3.13) can be

estimated, since the values of f at the outer and inner surfaces of the spherical shell

and the mean value of rc are known. The denominator of the right-hand side of
(3. 13), (v;,3+2vy3)2, is the value at the outer surface of the first sheil, l.e., at the

depth of 33 km, and can be estimated frorn the observed seismic velocities. Thus, we

can estimate the value of (vi3-p2vg3), in (3.13). We can estimate the depth of inner

surface of the first spherical shell provided that we have the relatlonship between the

depth and (v,;3ÅÄ2vg3) beforehand (Fig. 3.2).

                 2,ep-3+2tw"'S..

              3 xio-'7(sec/oo)3'

              2'

;

       Kt

Depth ( knzt)

               O IOOO 2000 300o
                    Fig. 3.2 Diagram of vp-3+2v,r3 versus depth.

    The second spherical shell is formed as follows. We raay consider that the strain

at the outer surface of the second spherical shel! is equal to the one f==O.O05, at the

inner surface of the first spherical shell, since the strain of the materia} is continuous

within the homogeneous mant}e of the earth. We put the iRner surface of the second

spherical shell at the depth where f==O.O15. The value of (vi3-y2v;.3)2 at the outer

surface of the second spherieal sheIl ls known from Fig. 3. 2. The mean value of "IG

in this shell can be l<nown from Fig. 3.1 and the value of Vi/V2 from (3.4), for

the strain in this shell is assumed to be between O.O05 and O.e15. Using the values

estimated as above, we can obtain the depth which corresponds to the inner surface
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of the second spherical shell in the same way as in the first spherical shelL

    The boundaries oÅí the spherical shells in the other parts of the earth's mantle

can be deterrnined in the same rnanner. This division of the earth's mantle depends

on the assumptions that the composition, structuye and Grttneisen's ratio are constant

in each sheil, but not necessarily the same among them, and the strains are continuous

at the boundaries of the spherical shell. The accuracy of the resu!t can be raised if

we divide the earth's mantle into narrower strain ranges. Table 3.1 shews the
reiations among negative strain, GrUneisen's ratio and depth. The calcuiations are

performed by use of rG obtained

        (1) frem the assumption that vpenv-7.75 1<m/sec, v,o==4.35km/sec

and
        (2) from Eq. (3. 11).

Hereafter the calculations wil! be done for these two cases unless otherwtse noted.

But the resuits for other cases are not so dlfferent from those in Table 3. 1.

               Table 3. 1 Relations arneng the depth h, negative strain f
                         and Gritneisen's ratio 7a.

f

illl

iii

i (1)
i, h(km)

l

:

l

zg
1

iill,

7a•

iiiil,li

(2)

h (km) 7rtr

iiiii

I

l

l
;

:

iiliil
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    The values near the earth's surface are rather !arge, cempared with the ones of

GrUneisen's ratio of some minerals shown in Table 2.2. The reason for this discre-

pancy is not known.

3. 2. Variations of seismic velocities and deRsity with depth

    The distributions of the seismic wave velocities can be obtained by means of

(3.5), (3. 6) and Table 3.1 (Fig. 3. 3). The solid lines in Fig. 3.3 show the observed

values. We see that the black peints calculated by the present methed is iairly good

approximation to the variations of seismic velocities with depth. Tlaerefore, the vari-

ation of seismic velocities in the earth's mantle can be explained by the hypothesis

of homogeneous earth. As we have seen in Chapter 2, Section 1, Birch (13) has

obtained the relation between depth and negative strain, and calculated the distribu-

tions of seismic velocities, assuming that the earth's mantle is isothermal, homogeneous

and in the state of hydrostatic equilibrium. But he adopted the different initial

velocities corresponding to the B and D layers, because the steep increase of seismic

i3

ll
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veiocities in the C Iayer could not be exp!ained by Åíhe above assumptions. Fig. 3.3

shows that tb-e assumption of homogeneeus mantle can explain the distribuÅíions of

seismic ve!ocities and the steep increase of seismic ve}ociÅíies in the C layer.

    Figs. 2.3 anti 3.3 were drawn by use of (3.5) and (3.6) which involve no

temperature effect. Nevertheless, the fact that rather satisfactory results have been

obtained means that the tempetature do not seriously affect the clistribtttions of seismic

ve!ocities in the earth's mantle. This fact suggests also the dlMcu!ties to estimate

the exact value of temperature within the earth by means of the distributions of

seismic velocities alene. The same can be said on the inhomogeneity of the mate;'ial

composing the earth's mantle. Shimazu (22) suggests that the effect of the thircl

ordeÅí term of finite strain may expiain the discrepancies between the calculated and

observed va}ues. But the effects of temperature, composition and phase change are

also availab!e and it is difficult to determine the factor which most prominently

affects the velecities. At present, however, there is no study of this sort and it is

the tendency to estimate the orders of these secondary effects, assuming no other

effects but one, from the difference between observed and caiculated va}ues (16, 22).

    The ratio of density at the outer surface to that at the inner surface of each

sphericai shell can be obtained from Table 3.1 and Eq. (3. 4) (Table 3. 2).

    The density distribution, mass and moment of inertia of the earth's mantle can

be estimated, taking the density ,o33 at the depth of 33km as a paraineter. The

resu}ts of calcula.tions are

        (1) Mm =1.147 ,o33xi02?gr, I,.=2.024 p33Å~10"gr. cm2,

        (2) Mm =1.259 ,o33Å~le27 gr, Ln== 2.047 ,o33Å~10"gr. cm2.

The mass and the moment of inertia of the earth's core can be obtained, taking the

cenerai density pc as a parameter provided that the density distributien ln the earth's

core can be obtained by Williamson and Adams' method. Thus, the mass and the

rnoment of inertia of the earth can be expressed by using two parameters p33, pc.

These parameters can be settled by the observed vaclues fox" the mass and the moment

of inertia of the earth. The results ef the calculation are as follows:

        (l) p33==3.46 gr/cm3, p.=i2.41 gr/cm3,

        (2) p33==3.42 gr/cm3, ,o.:k'12.44 gr/cm3.

By using the above values and the results in C['abie 3. 2, we get the density distribu-

tion within the earth as shown in Table 3.3. The distribution ef acceleration of

gravity can be calculated by means ef Åíhe density distribution and (1.3).

    The above results of calculations shoxv that the observed value of mass and

moment of inertia of the earth can be interpreted satisfactorily by the hypothesis of
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homogeneous earth even if we do not assumae the abnormally high va!ue of density

at the depth of 33 km, or the discontinuous er steep increase of density in the C layer.

Therefore, it is not reasonable to conclude that the earth's rnantle should involve the

inhomogeneous region (1, 12, 13) by the consideration of initial density derived from

the assumption of hydrostatic re}ation and adiabatic temperature gradient.

3.3. Teruperature distribution within the earth's mantle

    But the hypothesis of homogeneous rnantle of the earth denies the hydrostatic

relation as follows.

    If we assume that the temperature increases witli increasing depth, we find, from

the equation:

                           Z-e-(3'.).S,Y+(gl'.).S.T, (3.i4)
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Table 3. 3 Distributions of

the earth.
density and acceleration of gravity within
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an inequality such that

                             -S?>-(g2.).S7"• (3.is)

If the condition of hydrostatic equilibrium is satisfied in the earth, the left-hand side

of the inequality (3.15) shou!d be equal to -g,o. Since

                               -(gt/ti).=-t/liliT;, (3.i6)

we can obtain the valtte of the right-hand side of (3.15) as KTd(logY)/dr. Fig.

3. 4 shows the calculated value of Ksd (log V)/dr and g,o estimated from the observed

value of Åë, density distribution (Table 3.3) and the distribution of the acceleraÅíion

of gravity (Tab}e 3.3). Fig. 3.4 shows that the inequality (3.25) is satisfied in the

               pthag,
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B and D layers, but not in the C layer. The difference of the both sides of this

inequality is very large in Åíhe C layer. If we attribute this difference to the identi-

fication of KT and Ks used in the calculation, we must conclude the abnorma!ly large

value of TatrG in the C layer from the foliowing relation:

                               IK-<S.--Y-TcurG. (3.i7)
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The va!ue of TarG is about O.06 if we assume T==20000K, ct==2Å~10-"5deg-' and

"ronv-1.5. Therefoye, we cannot attribute this difference in the C }ayer between both

sides of the inequality to the identification of KT with Ks, and we must attribute

this difference to the assumption that the earth's mantle is in the state of hydrostatic

equi}ibrium.

    We can estimate the distribution of tempeyature in the region which satisfies the

inequality (3.15) (23). If we assume that the condition of hydrostatic equilibrium

is satisfied in this region, the equatlon for the density change may be written as

Åíoilows :

                              [ilel---g-ipp+av,r, (3.is)

which can be approximated by
                                                             '
                        ;ll -- P,i ut -{i- Pi; `02+cuTPi ill P2, (3. Ig)

                                                                tt
or

                       r, !' rS(2 ewi.[ll2) :'" -}(i"i9isi2)(ctr-S,i)' (3. 2o)

Therefore, we get

                           aT=ts;,(i(,i,e,i//1)"-g,-. (3.,,)

Thus avT can be estimated from this equation (3.21), since ip is a known quantity

and g aRd p2/pi have been estimated in Table 3. 3 and Table 3. 2, respectively.

    OR the other hand, by virtue of the fo}lowing relations

                              aa                              rvC-p wwww Cv (1 -- Ta,' rG) ' (3. 22)

and

                                    Ks aA                                          , (3. 23)                                 rG :==                                     pCp

the temperature can be expressed as follows :

                             T == i• k•.(l'i]oS' ?•.Ac, H -l}-)' (3• 24)

    We have known the value of dr at each depth, that is, we have known a's as

a function of r at various depths. From this functional relation and Eq. (3.24),

the corresponding values of T and r can be known. In other words, we can know
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T as a function of T. Thus we can find the distribution of

by numerical integratlen of Eq. (1.5) after substituting the

between T and T. The results of caiculations are gi'ven in

                  Table 3.4 Absolute temperature within the

                    393

 temperature in the earÅíh

 above functionai re}ation

Table 3. 4.

earth.

Depth (km)

1000

12oe

1400

1600

1800

2000

2200

2400

2600

2800

(2)

l
I[

2000*

2312

2696

3110

3558

3989

4478

4899

5384

5922

3000*

3340

3749

4186

4655

5207

5616

6058

6563

7120

(2)

2000*

2292

2651

3048

3484

3899

4373

4782

5251

3000*

3321

3705

4225

4582

5019

5512

5942

6431

In the calculations, the value of 20 is assumed for the mean 2tomic weight of the

composing rnaterial oÅí the D layer and Cv at high temperature, such as in the earth's

interior, is 2.49Å~10S erg. deg-' rno!-i by Dulong-Petit's law.

3.4. Deep focus earthquakes

    We have seen that the hypothesis ,that the earth's mantle is homogeneous and

net in the state ef hydrostatic equilibrium can explain reasonably the observed facts.

Furthermore, this hypothesis is important in relation to the existence of the deep

focus earthquakes in tlie C layer. In this case, the magnitude and the direction of

the iorce added to the gradient of pressure should be neted. This force acts towards

the direction to which the apparent acceleration of gravity increases and its maxi-

mum magnitude amounts to about twice the acceleration of gravlty (see Fig. 3.3).

Therefore, it seems that the region deeper than the depth ef 1000km is strangled by

the spherical shell of about some huRdred kilometers breadth beginning from the

depth of about 4eOkm. In Åíhat spherical shell, the force 2s the greatest at the middle

and decreases towards both boundaries.

    But th2s hypothesis proposed in order to explain the abnormal character of the

C layer must be examined for a while. Formerly we have connected the existence

of deep focus earthqual<e in the C layer with the non-hydrostatic equilibrium, but

it is uncertain that the abnormality of the C layer which spreads over the world

directly concerns with the number or the energy of the deep focus earthquakes

   * These are assumed values.
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Fig. 3.6 Strain release versus depth-
  diagram of the earthquake of the
  Sunda Arc fer the period 1904r--
  1953. (after Ritsema (25))

 }ocated at the special

 place and depth. Never-

 theless, it is interesting to

 see whether this abnormal

 properties of the C }ayer

 premote the occurrence of

 deep fecus earthquakes.

 According to the staÅíis-

 tical studies by Ritsema

 (24, 25), the number and

 the strain release of deep

 focus earthquakes have

 the singular distribution

in the C layer, compared

with others. But it is

the task for the future

to study whether or
hew the condition of non-

hydrostatic equilibrium

concerns with these phe-

nomena.
    We have the negative

evidences to the hypo-

thesis that the compesi-

tion or structure chaRges

graduaily in the C layer.

But we are anxious about

the following questions:

"Why only the C layer

is in the state of non-

hydrostatic equilibrium

and in what state is the B

layer which is shallower

than the C layer?" We
shall have an apportunity

to consider the B layer.
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4. Various problems and questions
    The difference between the two calculated values in Fig. 3, 4 (gp, Ksd12; V) is

due to the effect of temperature. Of course, this can be interpreted as the effects of

composition or phase change, but the relation between the elastic constants aRd these

effects is not obvious, and the experimental and theoretical studies of this relation

are in the negative direction to the result of seismic evidences (see bg 2. 2). Therefore,

we do not consider these effects. Since, at high temperature,

                                (gfuP,,..).-=Cv."rG, ) (4.,)

                         Cv == 2.49 Å~ 10S erg. deg-' mol-' , J

the temperature gradient can be obtained by Eq. (3.15), Fig. 3.4 and Table 3.3

(Fig. 4. 1). The C layer is excluded from the numerical calculations, because the hydro-

static relation dPex g,odr is not satisfied in this layer. Though Fig. 4. 1 is the result of

rough calculation taking Ks==KT, the method of exact ca}culation shou!d be referred

to bg3.3. We see in Fig. 4.1 that the temperature gradient in the D layer is about

              -`2t:TZL

               dr o2,O
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1.80/km and that the one in the B layer is about O.90/km at the top and decreases

tojzero with incrgasing depth. Since the temperature gradient in the B layer must
be' greater than that in the D layer from Jeffreys' proposal on the thermai origin of

the earth which advocates the crustai concentration of radieactive contents, the above

result confiicts with Jeffreys' proposal. .
    But this result may depend on the velocky distribution. At present, the disagree-

ment on the velocity distribution in the B layer exists among seismologists, so that

it is not good to derive the impetuous conclusion. Therefore, let us examine the

properties of the B !ayer by use of the various velocity distributions (3, 4, 27), for

instance, the following distributions (Tab!e 4. 1).

         Table 4.i Velocities of P and S waves in the upper mantle. (km/sec)

Depth Yp Vs

(km) elNiG'ii H Ar iGlJ
 50

100

l50

200

250

300

4eo

500

7.59,

7.93

8,02

8.14

8.28

8.48

8.97

9.63

8.0

7.85

7.9

8.1

8.3

8.5

9.0

9.6

is 7.8

7.95

8.1

8.3

8.45

8.6

9.0

9.7

4.44

4.56

4.61

4.65

4,73

4.82

5,10

5.44

4.45

4.4

4.35

4.4

4.45

4.6

4.95

5.3

4.46

4.44

4.46

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.95

5.3

4.36

4.45

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.75

4.9

5.3

       H: after Honda, Sagisaka and Takehana,
       N: after Gutenberg (1953, (4)),
       G: after Gutenberg (1948),
       1: interpolated values from Jeffreys' solution (3>,

These solutioRs resemb!e to each other except H, but the decrease of ve}ocity at the

neighbourhood of the depth of 100km is found in Nand G but not in Hand 1.

This fact gives rise to the great difference about the interpretation on the physical

properties of the upper mantle derived from the seismic velocities.

    The numerical value of Vi/V2 in the upper mantle can be obtained by means of

(3.13) and Grttneisen's ratio assumed, for instance, to be 1.5. In this case, it is

convenieRt in the numerical calculation to take the boundaries of the spherical shells

at the depths as shown in Table 4.1. We must take suitable value of Gritneisen's

ratio unavoidably, but this does not affect seriously the qualitative result as far as

we do net take abnormal value of Grttneisen's ratio.

    If the condition of hydrostatic equilibrium is satisfied and if the material

composing the upper mantle is homogeneous, we should obtain by (3. 14) and (3,16)
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                                   KTdlogV •                               g> -il dr '• (4• 2)

If we use the approximation KT/pfsÅë==Ks/p, the right-hand side of Eq. (4. 2) can

be calculated from seismic velocities and (3. 13). Fig. 4. 2 shows the results obtained

by use of the four sorts of velocity distributions tabulated in Table 4. 1.
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    It will be seen that the proposal that the following region can be understood as

homogeneous and in the state of hydrostatic equilibrium :

                            H: 90km-v2eOkm
                            N: 50 km -w250 km
                            G': 50 krn A- 200 km

does not confiict with the result of calculation. But the region shallower than the

depth of 90km and deeper than the depth of 200km in case H, deeper than the

depth of 250km in case N, deeper than 200km in case G and the whole upper mantle

in case J cannot be interpreted as homogeneous and in the state of hydrostatic

equilibrium. In three cases which can be interpreted as homogeneous and in the state

of hydrostatic equiiibrium, the temperature gradient can be estimated (Tab!e 4. 2).
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Table 4.2 Temperature gradient in the upper mantle. (O/km)

Depth
(km)

se

110

130

150

180

H
1.50

1.86

1.68

!.68

2.45

l

Depth
(km)

 75

125

175

N

E

9.48

8.25

O.58

G

7.21

4.e2

1.43

According to Jeffrey's proposal on the thermal orlgin of the earth, the temperature

gradient in the upper mantle shouid be great on account of the crustal concentration

of the radioactive contents. .El having iower temperature gradient than D confiicts

with this proposal and the upper mantle cannoÅí be considered as homogeneous and

in the state of hydrostatic equilibrium in case of H. Therefore, if the hydrostatic

equilibrium and homogeneity condition are satisfied in the upper part of the B layer,

only the two so!utions due te Gutenberg can satisfy Jeffrey's proposal.

4.2. Temperature at the top and at the base of the earth's mantle

    The most reasonable value of the melting point of the material composing the

earth's mantle is, at present, the one derived from Uffen's method (21) which uses

the seismic ve!ocities.

    Lindemann (28) proposed the following relationship betweeB the melting point

and the frequency of crystai lattice:

                                y :=`' constV fiTy't, il, , (4. 3)

where A is the mean atomic weight and T. the meking point. The numerical va!ue

of constant is found experimentally to ,be about 2.8Å~10r2. If we identiÅíy y with y.

in (3. 3) and assume the mean atomic weight to be 20, the melting point at the base,

depth of 28eOkm, of the earth's mantle can be estimated to be 46500K. In general,

if the melting point T. is known at the definite level, the melting point at another

level can be estimated by means of the following equation

                            -TT-l;:,s=-fAIE{[,V//'g.f.;22.ViS))o}2i3, (4.4.)

which has been derived from (3.3) and (4,3). SgMx O indicates the quantity attlie

standard ievel. The values ca!culated by (4. 3) and (4. 4) cannot be taken as the well-

established ones on account of the va}idity of Lindemann's formu}a, the identification

of y and y., and the homogeneity assumption, but these values can be taken as the

one obtained by means of the most reasonable method at present. The temperature

wkhin the earth's maBtle should be lower than these values.
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    The determination of temperature at the top of mantle is at first sight a rather

simple one, but the exact determination is didicult. We fortunately have some evidences

which bear on the matter, such as heat flow in continental areas, which is known at

least in its order of magnitude. This, together with an estimate of the radioactive

content of continental rocks, makes it possible to ca!culate the temperature at the top

of mantle. It ls readily found to lie betweeR 3000 and 10eOO, roughly, depending on

the exact thickness ef the crust and how much of the total heat fiow is assumed to

be generated in it. The crust of 5ekm thickness with an average radioactive content

about 50.0•oi larger than ordinary basalt would generate about 909of of the total heat

fiow, and the steady state temperature at that level would be about 7750C (29).

    0n the other hand, the average vs for four spec!mens of dunite at 4000kg/cm2

and 300C 2s 4.57km/sec. The average pressure coeMcient of this velocity, at 4eOO

kg/cm2, between 300C-vlOOOC is about 140Å~10-6. If we extrapolate these values

linearly to 7000C and 10000kg/cm2 (pressure at the depth of 33km), we find vs==

4.21 km/sec which should be compared with the "observed" value, 4.36 krn/sec. Since

the probable defects in this extrapolation seem }ike}y to }ead to a value whlch is

too high rather than too low, we must take the temperature about 5000C in order to

coincide with the observed value. On the other hand, we may derive a value for K/p

at 10000kg/cm2 and ordinary temperature for the same dunite; that is 39.2Å~10iQ,

which should be compared wlth Jeffreys' vaiue, 34.3Å~10iO. The difference of about

12.5 per cent may be ascrlbed to the effect of ternperature. If this ls again taken as

7000C at this level, the required temperature coethcient of K/p is -180Å~10-6, which

is about the va;ue of iron and seems rather iow for dunite. Again a temperature

lower than 7000C is indicated if we insist upon this material and these data (!3).

But there is a limit when we discuss the difference between the observed velocity

aRd the extrapolated one from the experimental values for rocks, because there are

disagreements among seismologists on the velocities of seismic waves as we see in

Tab!e 4. 1.

    The method which depends on the measurement of radloactivity of rocks or

on the selsmic ve!ocities and the measurement of elastic properties of rocks cannot

assure the correct answer, bnt it seems to give rise to only a few error even if we

take 8000K-vlOOOOK as the teinperature at the top of the mantle.

    Then, it is diMcult to reconciie the following results

        1) maximum temperature within the earth's rnantle (rnelting point),

        2) temperature at the top of the mantle,

        3) temperature gradient in the D layer,

        4) Jeffreys' proposal whlch requires the steep increase of temperature at

            the upper mantle,
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If we insist upon these results, we must conciude that the C layer and the lower

part of the B layer are near!y isothermal. But we have no evidence which prove it

to be valid.

4.3. Further diseussion on the temperature distribution
                                           }
    The pess2mistic cenc!usion described above on the temperature distribution within

the earth gives us such impression that it is difficu}t to derive the temperature

distribution from seismic data alone. The dithculty is based on the uncertainties of

seismic data and is doubled by the uncertainties of the theory of solids. Thestraight-

forward examp}es which show the dithculties for estimating the phenomena concerning

the temperature within the earth from seismic data alone are found in Fig. 2.3 and

Fig. 3.3 which were derived under the isothermal assumption. In short, it can be

said that all the method of evaluation of temperature from seismic data alone treat

the difference between the calculated and observed values in these figures. But this

difference involves the effects due to the approximation of finite strain theory,

chemica! physics, the change of chemica! composition and structure of material. At

present, however, k is diracult to distinguish the effect between these and that of the

temperature. It seems to the author that these diMculties cannot be removed untii the

quantitative relationships among seismic velocities, chemical composition and structure

of material are established.

    How can this biind a!iey be attacked in the theory of the internal constitutions

of the earth? But we are never disappointed and the remarkable deve!opment in the

theory of the internal constitution of the earth in the latest ten years encourages us.

Vntil about fifteen years ago, the isolated theory by atomic theory after Haalck (3e)

and the germ of the methed based on the theory of finite strain which was develo-

ped by Birch and Shimazu to the splendid form had been thrown iights into the
studies based on the classicai theory after Jeffreys and Bullen. At present, however,

the methods based on the theory of finite strain and chemical physics have been

deveioped and they are grown to the indispensable methods. On the other hand,

the results ln the field of astrophysics and geomagnetism have been taken in and

the studies on the physical properties and state of the earth's core have greatly

progressed. The contributions from seismology have beeR the propesals of the existence

of inner core and Gutenberg{s iow ve!ocity layer. ']rhese facts teach us that the

progress in the theory of the internai constitution of the earth can be obtained by the

continua! concern to the progress in physics on which it buiit and the resuit of astro-

physics, geology and geomagnetism, and the establishment of seismic evidences which

treat directly the interior of the earth, and not by the craft work.

    For instance, Rikkake (31) has proposed the method of estimating the tempera-
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ture distribution by some data other than seismic velocities. Ne used the value of

electrical conductivity in the upper mantle derived from the analysis of the variatiens

of geomagnetic field. He used the pressure distribution due to Bullen in his calcula-

tioll of tempefature on the base of the assumption of homogeneity and hydrostatic

equilibrium. Therefore, his process of calculation is inconsistent with the theoretical

frame, but the re$ult showing the discfepancy ffom adiabatic temparature gradienÅí

(assurnption of BulleR's method) demands our considerations. To what should be

attributed this discrepancy? (1) Is there any miss in obtaining the e}ecÅírical conduc-

tivity? Can we solve this reasonably by cornpariRg with theseismicdata? (2) Does

k depend on the assumption introduced in the calculation based on the theory ef

ionic crystal? For instance, the evaluation of activation energy, the effect of pressure

oR the electrical conductivity and so on? (3) The discovery of method in order to

estimate the temperature from the more established data, though it is only an artificial

subject. These studies wM open the gate to the possibility of the evaluation of

temperature distribution by use of electical conductivity which suffers the effect of

temperature serlously.

5. Summary
    The theory of the internal constitution of the earth hqs greatly progressed by

the work of Willeamson and Adams who found the method of estimating the density

change within the earth. This method whlch uses the values of seismic velocities

suggests that the earh's mantle should involve the inhomogeneous region, provided

we avoid the abnorma} high vaiue of density at the surface. This region kas been

ascribed to the C layer on account of the steep increases of seismic velocities in this

layer. This conclusion is supported by the caiculatioRs of the variatiens of seismic

velocities in the isothermal homogeneous iayer, i.e., the finite strain theory can explain

the variations of seismic velocities in the B and D Iayers, except the C layer. But

these interpretations fail to explain the high value of K/p in the D layer, because

the experimentai study shows that the increase of heavy element in Olivine gives

rise to the decrease of velocity of elastic wave and the theoretical study shows that

the change of lattice structure into closer packed one cannot give rise to the steep

increase of K/p in the C layer.

    (1) The theory developed in this paper coRcludes that the earth's mantle is

homogeneous and the C layer does not satisfy the hydrostatic relation. The internal

force in the C layer acts towards the earth's centre and has about the magnitude twice

as large as that due to gravlty, i.e., the earth beneath the D layer is strangled by the

layer which has the breadth of some hundred kilorneters. It is interest to consider

this force with respect to the existence of deep focus earthquakes in the C layer.
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    (2) This theory based on chemical physics can ca!culate the distributions of

density and the velocities of seismic walres which coincide with the observed ones

fairly satisfactorily, It ascribed the proposal of inhomogeneous C layer to the assump-

tions of Williamson and Adams' method.

    (3) The characteristic feature of this theory is that it has the possibility of

estimating the temperature distribution within the earth, which is assumed by the

method of Williarnson and Adams to be adiabatic. In general, however, the exact

determination of the temperature distyibution by use of the seismic velocities a!one is

diMcu!t, because the temperature var2ation within the earth is less effective to the

ckange of seismic veiocities, and the equation of state of the material composing the

earth's interior depends on the composition and lattice structure in addition to the

temperature and pressure.

    (4) The method of Williamson and Adams caRnot be applied to obtaining the

density change in the B and C layers, because the upper part of the B layer is not

homogeneous and in the state of hydrostatic equilibrium, or has the high temperature

gradient, and the C }ayer and the !ower part of the B layer are not in the state of

hydrostatic equilibrium.
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